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Abstract
Continuous increases in transportation costs on one hand and companies' desire to reduce
inventories and receiving costs on the other hand, have been forcing shippers to come up with
innovative ways in tackling these two conflicting goals. One of these innovations is horizontal
transportation collaboration. Horizontal transportation collaboration is the act of consolidation of
shipments across several firms. This collaboration opens up the opportunity for companies to
take advantage of the synergies that may exist in their supply chain networks. Such
collaborations can be orchestrated through a 3PL or by the companies themselves via a Do-It-
Yourself (DIY) approach. Collaboration can be active or passive. Active collaboration is when
shippers plan their shipments with the goal of consolidation. Passive collaboration is purely
opportunistic and takes advantage of synergies if and when they occur. The focus of this thesis is
passive DIY collaboration. This research provides a practical guideline for companies who
intend to engage in DIY collaboration with other firms. It addresses how to qualify potential
collaboration partners, how to evaluate the associated savings, and finally, how to make it work.
As a part of this thesis the actual data from six shippers were analyzed and the potential savings
were calculated. The analysis included multi-stop truckload (MSTL) consolidation and pool
point distribution.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Chris Caplice
Title: Executive Director, MIT Center for Transportation and Logistics
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1. Introduction
In the United States, over-the-road (OTR) freight transportation represents about 50% of the total
logistics cost (Wilson, 2012) and 15% of all CO 2 emissions (EPA.gov, 2013). Shippers have
been experiencing growth in OTR transportation costs (Figure 1:) mainly due to fuel price
increases (Figure 2:).
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Figure 1: US Truck Transportation Index (BLS.gov, 2013)
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Companies have been looking for innovative ways to drive down transportation costs. One of the
latest innovations is horizontal transportation collaboration.
Horizontal transportation collaboration is a cross-company consolidation of shipments between
companies who don't necessarily have any existing relationship with each other. This type of
collaboration has several benefits both for the shippers and the recipients of the goods. On the
shipper side, companies can improve the utilization of transportation equipment, which results in
both reduced transportation costs and CO 2 emissions. On the recipient side (e.g. a retailer),
companies may be able to reduce their order sizes and thus reduce inventories. They can achieve
this while maintaining the same number of inbounds due to having multiple suppliers on the
same vehicle.
Horizontal transportation collaboration exploits the inefficiencies that exist in OTR
transportation. Studies within the US have shown that between 15-25% of OTR freight truck
miles driven are empty (FHWA, 2007) (Smartway, 2012). And only 64% of the truck weight
capacity is being utilized in the non-empty moves
Horizontal transportation collaboration can occur in various forms. One form is to collaborate on
backhauls to minimize empty miles on a return trip from a delivery. Another form is for
companies to collaborate on shipments that originate from the same geographical region and are
destined for customers located in certain proximity. In this thesis I refer to this form as outbound
transportation collaboration. Outbound transportation collaboration can be coordinated via a 3rd
party (e.g. a 3PL) or it can be handled by the shippers themselves. I call the latter the Do-It-
Yourself (DIY) approach. Finally, collaboration can be done actively or passively. In active
Max legal gross vehicle weight is 80,000 lbs, Avg. tractor weight is 20,000 lbs, Avg. dry van empty trailer weight
is 15,000 lbs, max allowable weight on trailer is 45,000 lbs. As per (FHWA, 2007) avg. dry van weight is 64,313
which means 64,313 - 20K - 15K = 29K loaded which is equivalent to 64% utilization.
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collaboration the partners plan for collaboration in advance to maximize the benefits. In passive
collaboration, the partners react to opportunities that may arise based on existing shipments that
need to be executed.
1.1. Thesis Goal and Scope
The focus of this thesis is on passive outbound transportation collaboration of the DIY form. The
scope includes only domestic OTR shipments. Depending on the size of their shipments,
companies can ship their goods via small parcel, less than truckload (LTL) or truckload (TL).
Those shipping parcel/LTL have to pay a premium to the parcel/LTL carriers to compensate for
their hub and spoke network overhead. As we can see in Figure 3, load shipping cost decrease
when shipment size increases. Outbound transportation collaboration allows shippers to bypass
the parcel/LTL carrier's network by consolidating shipments into TL at the origin. This could
result in reduced transportation costs, shorter delivery lead times and lower CO 2 emissions.
Parcel LTL
Cost /
Per
Load TL
TL
Shipment Size
Figure 3: Transportation Cost vs. Shipment Size
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While consolidating LTL into TL shipments within a single firm is quite common in practice,
doing so across multiple firms has proven to be much more difficult.
Traditionally there have been only three options for a company with parcel/LTL size shipments:
1. Delay shipment until a full TL quantity is reached for that lane (LTL to TL conversion)
2. Consolidate shipments into a full TL for that origin and a few close-by destinations or a
few close-by origins (LTL to Multi-Stop TL [MSTL])
3. Ship in TL commingled along with other shipper's freight (typically through an LTL
carrier or a broker)
Option 1 is the least expensive (in cost per unit) but has the worst service level in terms of transit
time. Options 2 and 3 are the next least expensive options and usually have shorter transit times
than option 1.
This thesis explores a fourth option, which is leveraging the volumes of nearby shippers with
similar characteristics to consolidate outbound shipments without using an LTL carrier or a
broker.
This thesis intends to specifically answer the following three questions on the DLY outbound
transportation collaboration method:
1. What are the qualifiers for shippers and /or shipments to be good candidates for outbound
transportation collaboration?
2. What is the range of potential savings from outbound transportation collaboration?
3. What policies, processes, technologies, and platforms are needed to enable transportation
collaboration between multiple shippers?
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1.2. Thesis Structure
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 presents a review of the relevant
literature on outbound transportation collaboration. Chapter 3 is organized around the three
research questions listed earlier and discusses how shippers should determine whether to
collaborate, how to quantify the potential savings and how to implement a DIY collaboration
relationship. Chapter 4 applies this methodology to a case of 6 shippers. And finally chapter 5
summarizes this thesis and discusses areas for future research.
13
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2. Literature Review
Collaboration is a way to gain efficiencies (Barratt, 2004) as well as green benefits in the supply
chain (Frans Cruijssen, 2012). Barratt categorizes collaboration in the supply chain into two
main groups (Figure 4), vertical and horizontal collaboration:
1. Vertical collaboration, which is a company working with its customers and suppliers as
well as internally collaborating across various departments within the company.
2. Horizontal (or lateral) collaboration, which is a company working with non-related
companies or even competitors to gain supply chain efficiencies.
Vertical
Collaboration
External
Collaboration
(Suppliers)
External
Collaboration
(Other
Organizations)
Internal External Horizontal
Cnton Collaboration CollaborationCollboraion (Competitors)
External
Collaboration
(Customers)
Figure 4: Forms of Collaboration (Barratt, 2004)
Collaboration in the supply chain can occur in a variety of places such as transportation,
warehousing, labor etc. Freight transportation is the biggest piece of the pie in the supply chain,
comprising 63% of the total spend (Wilson, 2012). Thus collaboration in transportation has been
an area that has received a lot of attention. One of the concepts is Collaborative Transportation
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Management (CTM), which has been around for decades and was pioneered by The Voluntary
Interindustry Commerce Solutions (VICS) Association. It is defined as a process that brings
together the shippers, carriers and receivers of goods with the goal of removing inefficiencies
from the supply chain through better planning and execution (Sutherland, 2006).
McKinsey & Co. (2010) reports three types of horizontal collaboration models (see Figure 5):
Convened, Primus inter-pares and Inter-pares collaboration. Convened collaboration is where a
3 rd Party Logistics Provider (3PL) facilitates collaboration across several shippers. Primus Inter-
pares collaboration is where one of the collaborating partners (e.g. a retailer) takes the lead in
facilitating collaboration due to their size and critical mass. Finally in Inter-pares collaboration
the shippers work collectively to enable collaboration. This thesis intends to evaluate the last
method, which I refer to as the Do-It-Yourself (DIY) approach.
High-level decision logic
Own *7
ability to
orchestrate
collabora-
tion
S Yes 
Characteristics
e Industry platforms
coftb lna mostly organized by
neutral party
outside core
activity, e.g., 3PL
31% of shippers
without own
capabilities to
orchestrate
Critical
mass/
capability
already
reached
'oWant to\.drive
colabora-
* tion
23% of shippers who ~ Yes ''
would act as organiser colabomion
- Large player with
sufficient critical
scale offer existing
network to smaller
competitors or
complementary
poduct shippers
* Group of players
with subcritical but
typically similar
sized operations
consolidate existing
or set-up new
joined activities
Figure 5: Collaboration Models (McKinsey & Co., 2010)
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Horizontal collaboration can also be categorized as either passive or active (Tri-Vizor, 2012). In
passive (also called opportunistic) collaboration, shippers try to identify consolidation
opportunities with shipments that are already solidified from a size and timing standpoint. In
such cases the collaboration partners will react and take advantage of any collaboration
opportunities as they arise. In active collaboration, shippers plan their shipment size and timing
in advance in order to maximize consolidation opportunities. Active collaboration requires
coordination with manufacturing, marketing as well as logistics across multiple firms while
passive collaboration can be accomplished with just transportation function.
In its annual summit on horizontal collaboration in the supply chain, Eye For Transport (2011)
has compiled a survey suggesting that horizontal collaboration is gaining momentum and
becoming more popular among various shippers (Eye for Transport, 2010). 70% of the shippers
believe that horizontal collaboration will become widely popular in four to five years of the time
of this survey. This survey also suggests that horizontal collaboration is still in its infancy stages
and has a long way to go to become universally accepted.
Several case studies describe shippers working together to benefit from horizontal collaboration.
One that summarizes the DIY approach very well is between Kimberly-Clark and Colgate-
Palmolive for shipments sent to CVS (Total Store Expo, 2012). This case study shows the effort
from the three parties in establishing "collaborative shipping", as they call it. The case study has
quantified the aforementioned benefits of collaboration for all the parties involved including 9%
improved transportation vehicle utilization, 2% in-stock availability improvement, 28.3 tons of
CO 2 emissions reduction, 7% inventory reduction and improvements in dock congestion.
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In the European Union, horizontal collaboration is being promoted through various projects as a
way to tackle the negative economic and environmental effects of poor transportation asset
utilization. One of such projects is C03, which stands for "Collaboration Concepts for Co-
Modality". In its initial report (Frans Cruijssen, 2012), the C03 project has published an all-
encompassing document that covers the broad aspects of collaboration from initiation to
execution.
This thesis builds on the previous work on horizontal collaboration and will provide a case study
to show the potential benefits of collaboration between a set of shippers with very different
industries. Also this thesis provides a practical and tested approach to initiate a DIY
collaboration relationship.
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3. Methodology
To address the questions driving this thesis, I have developed three phases of analysis:
collaboration qualification, consolidation analysis and collaboration mechanics/practical
considerations. The following sections address each part in detail.
3.1. Collaboration Qualification
The first thing companies should do when they are contemplating collaboration is to see if they
are compatible with each other. There are several hard and soft constraints that can prevent
companies from collaboration. Knowing these constraints early on could save time and resources
for all involved parties.
Each collaborating partner needs to verify its compatibility with all the other members of the
collaboration community. If companies overcome these constraints successfully then they can
move on to the next step, which is evaluating the financial feasibility of establishing such a
relationship.
3.1.1. Hard Constraints
There are certain factors that can halt any collaboration conversation between two interested
companies. The following paragraphs provide examples of some of the most common ones.
Product compatibility: Shipping non-compatible products on the same shipping vehicle is
usually prohibited by law. For example one cannot ship pharmaceuticals with certain types of
chemicals. Or depending on the packaging, food can be easily contaminated if shipped with non-
compatible products.
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Product handling: Depending on how products are handled, collaboration might not be possible
or can be very difficult. For example, if one company floor loads its products and the other has
palletized products, the warehouse handling and sorting of the goods might become time
consuming.
Shipping equipment compatibility: Product characteristics force companies to use different
types of shipping vehicles. For example, due to product shape and size, one company may need
to use flat beds to ship its products. Or some products require refrigerated transportation
equipment as they are temperature sensitive. Another example would be a company who ships in
bulk tankers. They cannot co-load with a company who moves palletized products.
Geography: Companies cannot collaborate if their shipping origins are too far apart or not on
the same route to the customer. The same applies to shipping destinations. This factor should be
considered in the initial conversations at a high level. Detailed geographic analysis will be
discussed in section 3.2.
3.1.2. Soft Constraints
Soft constraints are factors that can prevent or limit collaboration. But they can be overcome
with enough will and investment.
Shipping mode: Companies use different modes of transportation to satisfy their customer
needs. If one company uses mainly intermodal (IM) and the other uses TL, they might not be
able to collaborate due to longer lead times and rougher handling via IM. However, this is not
necessarily a deal breaker because it is possible to move from IM to TL or vice versa if it makes
business sense.
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Lead time requirements: Customer lead time requirements can prevent companies from
collaboration or at the minimum limit it. If one company is a same-day shipper, the opportunities
for collaboration may become very limited.
Shipment size (weight, cube, pallet count): For transportation collaboration to work companies
need to be able to consolidate their shipments on the same transportation vehicle. If the
companies are already utilizing their trucks to the fullest capacity, then there is no room for
collaboration unless the companies are trying to increase their shipping frequency to their
customers through reducing the size of their shipments. On the other hand, if the companies are
TL shippers and can split their shipment they may still be able to collaborate but it will take more
effort and planning. The mix of shipments of the collaborating partners should fit well together
in order for collaboration to work. Another factor that falls under this category is the density of
products the collaborating companies ship. If one company has dense goods that usually weigh
out the trailer and the other has light goods that usually cube out the trailer, they could be very
good collaborating partners. But two dense or two light shippers together might not create the
best results for consolidation.
Shipping frequency, timing and seasonality: Companies should take a high level look at their
shipping frequency and timing throughout the year and days of the week to see if they have
enough synergies. For example, if one of the companies ships most of its products in winter
months and another in summer months, there won't be much opportunity for collaboration. A
more detail analysis will be done on this factor in the consolidation analysis step to quantify the
benefits.
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Carrier commonality: To be able to consolidate shipments on the same vehicle, the
collaborating shippers need to agree to use the same carriers. If the shippers cannot do that say
due to a long term contract, then collaboration becomes impossible.
Private fleet vs. common carrier: This constraint is similar to the carrier commonality
constraint. If a company has its own private fleet for delivery of its goods and the other uses
common carriers, the companies need to agree on using the same transportation vehicle.
Collect vs. prepaid freight: Who manages the freight and pays the bills could impact
collaboration. When a shipment is designated as collect, the recipient of the goods pays for the
freight. When it's prepaid, the shipper of the goods pays for the freight. So if one supplier is on
collect and the other is on prepaid terms, then the payment of the freight gets complicated.
Companies have to work together to sort this out.
Competitive consideration: Companies might have perfect synergies but they may decide not to
work together due to competitive reasons. In order to collaborate through the DIY model,
companies should be willing to share information. Competitors however, may be able to
collaborate through a 3PL and protect their information at the same time.
Technology: The level of technology available to each company can become a constraint for
collaboration. An example would be when a company is not able to automate the collaboration
process through EDI communications or TMS software. Throughout my research I have talked to
companies with varying levels of technology used in collaboration. The process can be very
manual. In several cases companies have started collaboration and then gave it up due to such
challenges. I will talk more about this topic when addressing the third question of this thesis,
which is about the collaboration mechanics.
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Corporate culture and trust: Ultimately collaboration boils down to people working together
to make it happen. So if companies have very different cultures and working processes, they
might not be able to cooperate well enough to overcome all the challenges. At the same time
people need to build trust between each other. In order for companies to collaborate they need to
share data to validate their network synergies. Without the trust element this won't happen. Each
party needs to feel comfortable about the other party's actions and commitment to the
relationship.
In summary, the first thing companies should do when considering a DIY collaboration is to
discuss the hard and soft constraints discussed above in the order listed. The answers to these
constraints will make it clear if the companies are qualified for collaboration and if they are
ready to move on to the consolidation analysis step.
3.2. Consolidation Analysis
After the initial qualifying process, the firm should evaluate the financial feasibility of
collaboration which will be done through a consolidation study. Collaboration, if successful,
translates into shipment consolidation. Consolidation can be gained through vehicle, spatial and
temporal methods (Hall, 1987):
1. Vehicle: Consolidate shipments on the same vehicle that go to the same destination. For
example multiple shipments that originate from the same distribution center (DC) to a
single customer location would fall under this category.
2. Spatial: Consolidate shipments that go to an area. This includes consolidation of
shipments going through the same corridor (see section 5.1). This type of consolidation
can be created in various ways such as pool point or multi-stop TL (MSTL).
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3. Temporal: Consolidate shipments by waiting until you have multiple loads to ship at the
same time. This could be done for one company or multiple companies' shipments.
The above methods can also be combined. These approaches have been used to create
consolidation for one company's shipments but they can be utilized to create consolidation
across multiple shippers. There are two main ways to create consolidations for LTL and TL
shipments: pool point distribution and multi-stop truckloads (MSTLs).
Pool point distribution, also known as hub and spoke distribution (Geismar, 2011), is a way of
consolidating shipments destined for a wide geographical area. The idea behind pool point
distribution is to consolidate shipments at the origin, deliver the goods to a hub via TL at the
destination area and then perform local short haul deliveries to the final customer locations. The
final deliveries are usually made by an LTL or parcel carrier. MSTL is another effective way to
create consolidations. In order for MSTLs to be possible, the mix of shipments in the
collaboration pool should include TLs (that are not fully utilized) as well as smaller LTL
shipments. This type of mix will allow the smaller shipments to ride on the TLs.
In this research I used both of the above methods. Additionally, I performed a network synergy
analysis that helps in understanding the commonalities across company's networks. The analyses
performed in this research are of the passive (opportunistic) form of collaboration. Active
collaboration was out of scope of this thesis.
The case study in chapter 4 provides more details for each of the above analysis with actual
company data.
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3.3. Collaboration Mechanics and Practical Considerations
By going through the previous two steps (collaboration qualifiers and consolidation analysis) the
next natural question is: How do we actually implement collaboration?
As mentioned earlier in section 1.2, to answer this question I performed interviews with eight
companies who are currently in a horizontal collaboration relationship. These companies are
different than the companies who are participating in the thesis case study. I will share their
experiences and processes which could serve as a model for other company's DIY collaboration
exercises. Due to confidentiality purposes the name of the eight companies are masked from this
document. I use numbers 1-8 as aliases instead.
The interviews were guided using a questionnaire (see Appendix 1) that covered the following
key aspects about each company's DIY collaboration experience:
e Background and motivation: What was the scope of their collaboration? How did their
collaboration experience start? What was the motivation behind it? How long were they
doing it?
e Collaboration process: What processes did they follow? What tools and technology did
they use? What were the roles and responsibilities of each party involved?
e Collaboration impact: What were the costs and benefits of their collaboration?
" Future plans: How did they feel about their experience so far? Were they planning to
expand their collaboration?
Figure 6 provides a high level overview of the relationship between the eight interviewed
companies, their years of experience, scope and method of collaborating. The numbered boxes in
Figure 6 show the collaborating companies. For example companies 1, 3, and 7 collaborate
25
together. But company 3 also collaborates with company 5.
Company Years of
Pair ollaboration cSoe locat
3 Origins to same
1-3 1 customer location 3PL
3 Origins to same
1-7 1 customer location 3PL
3 Origins to same
3-7 2 customer location 3PL
2 Origins to same
3-5 3 customer location DIY
1 Origin to same
2-4 2 customer location DIY
Corridor consolidation
to same customer
2-6 <1 location DIY
1 Origin to same
customer location +
8-X 2 corridor consolidation DIY
4:
Figure 6: Collaboration Interviewees and Relationships
Below is a summary of the findings from these interviews for each of the above sections.
3.3.1. Background and Motivation
All the companies interviewed are consumer packaged goods manufacturers. Companies 1-7
collaborate to consolidate shipments to the DCs of two major retailers in the US. All the
interviewees mentioned two main factors that motivated them to engage in collaboration: first to
improve their relationship with their retail customers by reducing their receiving and inventory
costs, and second to reduce their own outbound transportation costs. Retailers are pushing
suppliers for more frequent deliveries with smaller batch sizes. They want to ideally achieve this
while not incurring additional receiving costs due to more frequent deliveries. Collaboration can
mitigate the increase in transportation costs for the suppliers. Also, having multiple suppliers'
goods in the same vehicle reduces the retailers receiving costs, giving them the best of both
worlds. Some of the companies were encouraged to collaborate through their retail customers.
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Some came across the idea through other shippers and industry conferences. One of the
companies was given the idea through their 3PL.
After the companies identified each other as potential collaborating partners, they all performed
initial synergy analysis to see where they can collaborate and how much potential savings are
available. The analysis revealed the lanes on which they could collaborate.
One of the key success factors in doing the analysis was the availability of supply chain analytics
teams in at least one of the partner companies. The interviewees mentioned that without
resources and leadership support they couldn't continue on the collaboration path. Most of the
analysis performed by the companies was from the same origin area to the same customer
location. A few of the companies also looked into corridor consolidation and backhaul
collaboration with the other companies.
3.3.2. Collaboration Process
Each pair of relationships listed in Figure 6 had a slightly different collaborative process. But
three main processes were observed:
* Manual DIY: All the companies started collaborating using a manual process. Three of the
DIY relationships listed above are still very manual. In the manual process, the collaborating
partners communicate (via emails) their customer order information on the collaborating
lanes on a daily or weekly basis depending on customer lead time requirements and order
visibility. The customer service representatives in each company work directly with each
other to verify if the customer orders fit on the same TL. If the shipments are fit for
collaboration then one of the companies transfers the product to the other company's dock to
be loaded later or they use a MSTL to pick up at both locations on the same day. At the
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beginning of the relationship, one of the companies' involved in collaboration takes on the
responsibility of tendering the load to the carrier. Both customers will agree on using the
same carrier for their shipments. Usually the carrier is involved from the beginning and given
advance notice of co-loading so they are in tune with the new process.
After the shipment is complete depending on the arrangements made with the carrier and
between the collaborating parties, the carrier either sends a split bill to each collaborating
party or bills the company who tendered the load. Then the other company bills the
collaborating partner.
e Semi-Automated DIY: In the semi-automated DIY, a few of the above steps are automated
through EDI and the use of transportation management system (TMS). In this case, one of
the companies again takes ownership of tendering the loads to the carrier. I will call this
company the captain. Then the other collaborating partners assign the captain as a carrier in
their TMS routing guide as the first choice. So for all the collaborating partners the captain
becomes a virtual carrier and thus they don't treat their orders any different in processing
their orders. The collaborating partners transmit EDIs to the captain as a part of their load
tendering process. Using their TMS, the captain verifies if it is economical to collaborate. If
so, they will send an "accept" EDI to the other partners and tender the load as an MSTL to
the actual carrier for pickup and delivery. In this method, the billing of the collaborating
partners is still manual although it can be automated. There are still some email
communications between the customer services to coordinate the timing of the shipments if
possible. And still the companies have to communicate the size of the shipments to ensure
they actually fit on the same trailer.
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e Outsourced to 3PL: Some of the companies have started using 3PLs to facilitate their
collaboration. The 3PL model is almost the same as the semi-automated DIY model
described above. The only difference is that the 3PL manages the whole process and the
shippers don't have any involvement in coordination. For the shippers, the collaboration
activities are an unwanted overhead. Creating collaboration is not their core competency and
a 3PL can remove that headache.
3.3.3. Collaboration Impact
Financially, collaboration has both costs and benefits. The costs of collaboration appear in two
areas: initial setup and ongoing.
" Initial setup costs are those involved with getting the relationship started. The major initial
cost items are:
o Collaboration opportunity analysis which is the initial process of pulling the data and
sharing between the companies. The data needs to be analyzed for opportunity
identification. This requires time from engineering and management resources.
o Systems related costs are establishing EDI connectivity, making changes to TMS to
accommodate the collaboration relationship, potentially building tools such as
spreadsheets to help in data sharing and order building for collaboration.
o Training is required for all the parties involved in collaboration. New processes need
to be developed and followed by various parties.
" Ongoing operational costs are the ongoing costs that exist due to collaboration. However
these costs are dependent on the type of collaboration. For example in the 3PL model the
collaboration process is mostly handled by the 3PL and thus there are no additional ongoing
activities that need to be done by the company. However the 3PL will charge a fee for its
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services. On the other hand, in the semi-automated DIY approach the ongoing costs are lower
as most of the order handling is already automated. The highest cost is for the manual DIY
approach which requires constant communication between the companies and manual data
entry into spreadsheets and systems to coordinate orders and make the shipments possible.
While most companies did not share specific numbers, but some shared percentage cost savings
on transportation on the lanes they collaborate. The percentages range from 25-45% savings of
the transportation costs on the collaboration lanes. We did not quantify the savings on the other
aspects of collaboration on the recipient side such as the retailers who benefit from lower
inventory, less receiving costs etc. as they were out of the scope of this thesis.
3.3.4. Future Plans
All the interviewees expressed satisfaction with their collaboration experience. However they
had mixed feelings about the future of the DIY collaboration, especially the ones who were
doing the manual DIY approach. The ongoing manual coordination across the collaboration
partners is a headache that the companies would like to get away from. On the semi-automated
DIY side, the companies believe that in the long run their approach is not scalable. Thus they are
seeking potential partnerships with 3PLs who can scale and deliver the results with minimal
overhead for the parties involved.
3.3.5. Other Considerations
Following are other key points from the interviews that are important in establishing the
collaboration relationships:
Implementation: The interviewed companies all started their collaboration through a pilot
project first. After they identified the best collaboration lanes, they selected one lane and started
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the collaboration process with the manual DIY method. Then they expanded the pilot to all the
other possible lanes and later on improved the collaboration process to automated DIY.
Measuring and sharing savings: All the companies interviewed were using the multi-stop
truckload approach to collaborate. Their savings were the LTL shipments that were avoided
minus the stop off fees. The companies did not have out of route miles because their origins were
very close and the destinations were the same customer DC.
The savings were shared between the companies in two main ways. Most shared the savings
based on the weight of the truckload that was being utilized on each shipment. Some also used
cube as a factor to split the savings especially if the product was light but with high cube. Most
companies manually tracked the savings in spreadsheets. They also split the savings in these
spreadsheets and billed one another accordingly. One of the companies used the TL carrier to
split the savings among the parties based on the number of pallet spots taken in the trailer.
Another method for sharing the savings that were discussed but not used by any of the parties
was based on the ratio of each individual shipment to the total cost of the shipments if they were
to ship individually. For example if companies A and B don't collaborate each of their shipments
will cost $500 and $1,500 respectively. Thus if they don't collaborate the total cost is $2,000
which is 25% A and 75% B. If through collaboration the two save $200, company A would get
25% = $50 and company B would get the rest of the savings.
Claims, liability and insurance: When collaborating, now instead of having one company's
products on the trailer we are dealing with multiple company products. The product is being
transported from one DC to the other. Sometimes even being unloaded and reloaded due to
trailer axle balancing requirements. The companies who were interviewed handled claims
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through the captain (company who took responsibility in tendering the load to the carrier). And
the captain resolved the issues with the carrier. In regards to insurance, if the carrier handling the
loads has enough insurance to cover both parties' shipments losses, then there is no problem to
deal with. But the key item that enabled all this to happen was the trust that was established
between the collaborating companies.
3.4. Summary
In this chapter I outlined the three main steps involved in setting up a DIY collaboration
relationship. The first step is to qualify for collaboration which is dependent on companies
passing the test on hard and soft constraints. The second step is to quantify savings that
collaboration will generate through consolidation analysis. And finally the third step is to
implement the DIY collaboration which can be done in different ways depending on the level of
readiness of the companies involved. The next chapter will utilize the steps above in a case study
of six shippers.
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4. Case Study
In this thesis I have worked with six shippers to quantify the potential savings they might be able
to achieve through collaboration. The next sections detail the analysis and results of this case
study.
4.1. Thesis Partners
To maintain confidentiality, I have masked the thesis partner company names. Throughout this
document I will refer to them as companies A thru F. The following points provide a high level
overview of these companies and their shipment characteristics:
* All companies are located in the Midwest region of the US.
* The six companies have a total of 14 shipping locations (see Figure 7Error! Reference
source not found.). 98% of the weight shipped is from three locations that are in a 5 mile
radius area. The green colors represent shorter distances and red represents the longer
distances between shipping origins.
e The companies manufacture consumer goods, chemicals, electronics, construction and
agricultural machineries.
* In 2011 the six companies shipped 1.5 trillion lbs (300,000 shipments). All shipments
originated and destined within the US.
" All shippers except shipper F have palletized loads and use dry vans for their over the
road (OTR) shipments. Shipper F mainly uses flatbeds for its larger shipments.
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Figure 7: Distance Matrix- Shows Distances Between Shipping Origins in Miles
* Table 1 below shows the shipment weight statistics for each company. As you can see,
shippers A-D are mainly LTL shippers. Shipper E is mainly a TL shipper and shipper F is
mainly a small parcel shipper.
Table 1: Shipment Weight Statistics
25th 75th
Avg. Median Percentile Percentile
Company Lbs/Shipment L.bs/Shipment Lbs/Shipment -Lbs/Shipment
A 2,817 1,500 520 3,420
B 1,840 903 311 2,184
C 2,550 455 219 1,203
D 3,835 38 10 849
E 32,626 40,505 25,200 43,008
F 140 3 1 13
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4.2. Data Gathering
In order to quantify the collaboration opportunities I gathered certain shipment information. The
following are the key data fields that were gathered from all six shippers for the year 2011.
" Shipment ID
" Origin city, state and zip code
e Destination city, state and zip code
e Shipment weight
e Shipment total cost
* Ship date
" Shipment type (TL, LTL, ... )
Other information was requested such as delivery date, shipment cube, freight class, carrier
SCAC, hazmat information, etc. Not all companies had all the data fields available. But the core
data points listed above were available for all shippers.
The data used throughout this thesis were all loads shipped in the year 2011 sized between 150
and 30,000 lbs. I excluded shipments below 150 lbs (mainly small parcel) out of the analysis. I
also removed shipments over 30,000 lbs as these are already highly utilized TLs and probably
there is not much consolidation opportunity left. Table 2 provides a high level summary of this
data for each company.
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Table 2: 2011 Shipments between 150 and 30,000 lbs
Company LTL Lbs TL Lbs TotalLbs LTLSpend TLSpend Total Spend
A 100% 0% 9,531,187 100% 00/0 $ 564,545
B 99% 1% 29,987,781 99% 1% $ 2,970,399
C 78% 22% 74,675,501 87% 13% $ 6,684,253
D 61% 39% 109,852,217 68% 32% $ 7,894,293
E 6% 94% 98,878,156 11% 89% $ 5,619,919
F 64% 36% 13,720,816 69% 31% $ 2,895,440
Totals 53% 47% 336,645,658 65% 35% $26,628,848
4.3. Collaboration Qualification
The first step in evaluating the whether the six companies could collaborate was to verify if there
are any hard or soft constraints that would prevent them from collaboration. I tried to assess most
of the constraints listed in the Collaboration Qualifiers section for the companies.
4.3.1. Hard Constraints
Product compatibility: All companies ship products that can ride together on the same
transportation vehicle.
Product handling: All companies ship their products on standard GMA pallets.
Shipping equipment compatibility: All companies use dry vans to transport their goods.
Company F however uses flatbeds to ship some of its bulkier products. It was not possible to
deduct which shipments were transported via flatbeds from the data provided. However, as we
will see in the consolidation analysis segment, companies E and F do not have much network
synergies with the rest of the community. Thus the mode of shipment is irrelevant at this point.
Geography: The shipping origins of all companies are in a small geographical region. In fact
98% of the shipped weight in 2011 is from a 10 mile radius region. The companies have
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common destination areas which are identified in section 4.4.1 below through a detailed network
synergy analysis.
4.3.2. Soft Constraints
Shipping mode: The three main shipping modes used by the six companies are LTL, IM and
TL.
Lead time requirements: Each company has different lead time requirements. I looked at
MSTL consolidation option that will not impact lead times as well so the pool point option which
could impact lead times. Companies can decide which options works best for them based on the
savings and service level tradeoffs.
Shipment size (weight, cube, pallet count): From a high level, when we look at Table 1, we
can see that we have a group of companies who have a mix of LTL and TL shipments. And the
TL volumes (company E) are not fully utilized from a weight perspective. This means we can
potentially consolidate shipments using MSTL or pool points.
In my data I only had shipment weight information for all companies. Only company E had cube
information which was incorporated in TL utilization calculations in the MSTL section.
Shipping frequency, timing and seasonality: The synergy analysis section provides a high
level overview of both timing and geographical commonality among the six companies. The
analysis reveals that there are opportunities for consolidation among the companies.
Carrier commonality: This should be discussed with the companies to see if they can agree on
using common carriers.
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Private fleet vs. common carrier: All six companies mainly utilize common carriers for their
shipping needs.
Collect vs. prepaid freight: The companies had both. I included any freight that had cost
information in the analysis.
Competitive consideration: The companies are not competing in the same industries.
Corporate culture and trust: This factor requires the companies to directly talk to each other to
see if they are a good match.
In Figure 8 below, I have summarized the compatibility of the six companies in a matrix. The
cells in this matrix are in terms of the percentage of 3DZ lanes matching on a given ship date.
This matrix is mainly based on the commonalities in geographical and timing of shipments
between the companies (see Figure 10). If there were hard/soft constraints that would have
prevented two companies from collaboration, this matrix would show zero percent for the two
companies.
Company A B C D E F
A
B 1%
C 31%
D 2%
E 1% 3% 6% 4%
F 1% 5% 19 8% 2%
Figure 8: Shippers Collaboration Compatibility
As we can see in the above figure, shippers B, C and D have the highest compatibility however
this matrix does not incorporate the savings that could be achieved through consolidation
between the companies. For example, as we will see in the MSTL consolidation analysis section,
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companies C and D benefit from consolidation with company E. But in this compatibility matrix
we don't see a high percentage between C-E and D-E. This is why we still need to perform the
consolidation analysis to understand the order of magnitude of the commonalities across
companies.
4.4. Consolidation Analysis
For the six shippers I searched for consolidation opportunities using pool points and MSTL
methods. But first I performed a network synergy analysis to obtain an understanding of the
commonalities across these company's networks.
4.4.1.Network Synergies
Before doing any financial analysis, I performed an initial synergy evaluation to see which
shippers have the most compatible networks. First I looked only at geographical synergies
without considering the time dimension. Then I incorporated the time dimension and did the
analysis at the daily level on both 5 digit and 3 digit zip codes (5DZ and 3DZ, respectively).
Comparing the two types of synergy analyses helps in understanding the impact of timing
coordination among shippers to facilitate collaboration (passive vs. active collaboration). Tables
3 and 4 show the network commonalities at the 5DZ and 3DZ levels without time dimension
included. Table 3, for example, suggests that the six companies shipped to 8,090 5DZs from
which 62% of the lanes were not shared. And those 62% represent 26% of the shipments.
Comparing tables 3 and 4, we can see that expanding the geography from 5DZ to 3DZ
significantly impacts the commonalities in the destination areas. In table 3, only 4% of the lanes
have more than four companies on them. In table 4, this value increases to 62%.
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Table 3: 5DZ Network Commonalities
# of companies #of ,% of # Of % Of
on Lane Lanes Total Shipments Total
1 5,029 62% 27,590 26%
2 2,021 25% 32,563 31%
3 765 9% 24,138 23%
4 227 3% 17,873 17%
5 42 1% 3,317 3%
6 6 0% 566 1%
8,090 106,047
Table 4: 3DZ Network Commonalities
#of
compani # of
es on #of % of Shipmen % Of
Lane Lanves Total ts Total
1 51 6% 359 0%
2 99 11% 1,791 2%
3 170 20% 7,946 7%
4 289 33% 35,824 34%
5 182 21% 34,572 33%
6 72 8% 25,555 24%
863 106,047
Table 5 and Figure 9 show the results for 5DZ synergy analysis when time dimension is also
added to the equation.
Table 5: Daily 5DZ Network Commonalities
#of #ofShip
companies Day/ % of # of % of
on Lane Lanes Total Shipments Total
1 82,967 96% 97,386 92%
2 3,086 4% 7,844 7%
3 173 0% 772 1%
4 6 00/0 45 0%
5 - 0% - 0%
6 - 0% - 0%
86,232 106,047
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D 0
E 0 113 253 127
F 0 125 321 216 34
Figure 9: Daily 5DZ Synergies- # of Shared Lanes per Ship Day between Pairs of Companies
Table 6 and Figure 10 show the 3DZ synergy analysis when time dimension is also added to the
equation.
Table 6: Daily 3DZ Network Commonalities
#of #of Ship # of
companies on Day/ % of Shipmen % of
Lane Lanes Total ts Total
1 46,635 78% 61,829 58%
2 10,689 18% 30,605 29%
3 2,349 4% 10,943 10%
4 358 1% 2,326 2%
5 36 0% 315 0%
6 3 0% 29 0%
60,070 106,047
Company A B C D E F
A
B 208
C 639
D 440 ij
E 187 585 1222 781
F 114 1012 222 1663 310
Figure 10: Daily 3DZ Synergies- # of Shared Lanes per Ship Day between Pairs of Companies
Tables 5 and 6 show overall how much network synergy exists between the six companies. For
example, in Table 5 I have identified 86,232 5DZ lane/ship date combos. If a shipment was made
to zip code 02139 on two separate days, then it was counted twice. As you can see in column 2,
none of the lanes had more than four companies shipping on the same day. 96% of the time only
one company's shipments were sent to a lane (column 3). And those 96% represent 92% of all
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the shipments (column 5). Figures 9 and 10 show how much synergy exists between every pair
of companies. The darker green cells show higher levels of synergies between two pairs of
companies. In Figure 9 for example, you can see that companies B-C, B-D and C-D have the
highest synergy over a certain day/5DZ combo.
If we expand the destination's geographical area to 3DZ the picture gets a bit brighter. The third
column of Table 6 shows that now 22% of the 3DZ lane/ship date combos have at least two
shippers on them. These 22% represent 42% of all the shipments (column 5). And similar to the
5DZ scenario, Figure 10 shows the level of synergy between every two pairs of companies.
Again companies B-C, B-D and C-D have the highest level of synergies. It should be noted that
the numbers shown in these tables are not the main deciding factors for collaboration. They serve
as a first-cut view of the network synergies. Two companies may have fewer instances of
network synergies compared to other ones, but those few instances can lead to significant cost
savings. Thus we need to dive a bit deeper to get a better picture.
It is worthwhile to mention that if we compare Tables 3 & 5 we can see that in Table 3, 38% of
the 5DZ lanes have more than one shipper on them. If we include the time dimension (Table 5)
we can see that the 38% shrinks down to 4%. This proves that if companies can engage in active
collaboration vs. passive, the gains can be much higher. This will require the companies to
coordinate their shipment timing with each other. This is not an easy task as it will require
changes to ship dates which can impact customer service levels.
So far, I only used two dimensions to evaluate collaboration possibilities; time and geography. In
the next sections, I will incorporate two other dimensions: vehicle capacity and cost. Also, until
now the geographical dimensions were at 5DZ and 3DZ levels. To increase the possibilities for
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consolidation, I will expand the geographical dimension to a greater area. I will also expand the
time dimension to not only daily shipment consolidation but to weekly shipment consolidation.
Due to data availability, the main criterion used for consolidation analysis was shipment weight.
For the multi-stop TL (MSTL) analysis I also accounted for a maximum number of LTL
shipments that can be placed on a TL.
The next sections cover the analysis and results for the following scenarios:
e Daily and weekly shipment consolidation to 5DZ and 3DZ regions
* Pool point distribution
e Multi-stop TL (MSTL) analysis
The savings reported in each scenario are not mutually exclusive.
4.4.2.Daily & Weekly Consolidation to 5DZ & 3DZ
In these scenarios shipments were consolidated based on the following criteria:
* Destinations located in the same 5DZ or 3DZ
* Loads shipped on the same day or week
" Shipments consolidated based on the weight up to 43,000 lbs on a TL
Among the four scenarios, daily consolidation to a 5DZ would be the hardest one to achieve as it
has the most stringent constraints. On the other hand, weekly consolidation to a 3DZ would
result in the highest consolidation.
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I considered weekly buckets for consolidation to calculate a theoretical maximum opportunity if
companies were to ship everything once a week. In the real world this is very unlikely; however
in this study it will show the magnitude of potential savings.
The savings were calculated by comparing future collaboration transportation charges to the
current shipping costs. In the future scenario, shipments would be consolidated at the origin
across multiple companies. These would then be transported via TL to the final 5DZ or 3DZ and
ultimately delivered to the final customer location. Thus for the future scenario, I calculated
pickup charges at the origin, delivery charges at the destination and line haul charges via TL. The
next paragraphs explain how these charges were estimated.
Pickup Charges: For all loads, I assumed $75 per stop-off for pickups at the origin for each
company that shared the TL. The $75 fee was common between three of the thesis partners.
Final Delivery Charges: For loads with three or fewer stops at the destination I used MSTL and
charged $75 per stop at the destination. For loads with more than three shipments I assumed that
the shipments on the TL would be delivered via an LTL carrier similar to a pool point approach.
Interviews with shippers and carriers indicated that, on average, more than three stops at the
destination would be unrealistic.
I assumed the 5DZ and 3DZ regions are circular and the shipment is delivered to the center of
this circle. In this case the average distance traveled for each final delivery would be
(Radius/VTh). This is calculated by solving for x in this equation rex 2 = rr - ,,X2, thus x =
r/V2. x is the average distance traveled from the center of a circle to its perimeter. I used a K=
V to calculate the local delivery charges. K is a factor that depends on geographical
characteristics of the delivery region (Larson & Odoni, 1981). Using the LTL rate regression
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(Table 7), delivery distance and average weight of shipments on the TL, I estimated the local
delivery charges at the destination. The LTL rate regression in Table 7 was calculated using the
LTL shipment data for all companies for shipments that were less than 100 miles away from the
current origin in Midwest. This is due to the fact that the new LTL shipments in the future
regions (5DZ, 3DZ or even pool point) will be deliveries that are less than 100 miles. LTL rates
depend on weight and distance in a nonlinear fashion. The square terms in the regression
represent this relationship well.
Table 7: LTL Rate Regression (shipments <100 miles from origin)
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.76
R Square 0.58
Adjusted R Square 0.58
Standard Error 53.55
Observations 7,460.00
ANOVA
df
Regression 5.00
Residual 7,454.00
Total 7.459.00
SS MS F Significance F
29,671,095.16 5,934,219.03 2,069.56 -
21,373,466.84 2,867.38
51,044,562.00
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lo wer 95% Upper 95% Lo wer 95.0% Upper 95.0%
Intercept 73.64 3.19 23.08 0.00 67.39 79.90 67.39 79.90
Distance (mi) (1.11) 0.11 (9.79) 0.00 (1.34) (0.89) (1.34) (0.89)
(Distance)A2 0.01 0.00 9.83 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
(Weight)A2 (0.00) 0.00 (3.73) 0.00 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
Distance x Weight 0.00 0.00 2.29 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Weight (Ibs) 0.02 0.00 28.04 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
Line Haul Charges: For line haul charges I used the average of historical TL rates for shipments
made to each 5DZ or 3DZ.
Additionally, I separated self-consolidation from collaboration savings. Self-consolidation
savings can occur through one company consolidating shipments over time or space (temporal or
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spatial). All the analyses are based on ship date. This is due to lack of information about delivery
dates.
The result of the daily & weekly consolidation to 5DZ and 3DZ areas is summarized in Figure
11.
4'
0
5DZ 3DZ
Figure 11: Daily & Weekly Consolidation to 5DZ & 3DZ
The information presented in Figure 11 is described below:
e Total Savings: This is the total savings opportunity through self and multi-company
collaboration.
* Collaboration Savings: This is the total collaboration savings portion of the overall
possible savings.
* Avg. # of Shipments/TL: This show on average how many shipments would be on a TL.
* Savings Lanes: These are the number of 5DZ or 3DZ lanes that have positive savings
values through either self or multi company collaboration.
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* Total Savings: * Total Savings:
$568,324 $1,302,043
Collaboration Savings: - Collaboration Savings:
$99,669 $228,201
* Avg. # of Shipments/TL: 0 Avg. # of Shipments/TL:
4A 7.8
* Savings Lanes: e Savings Lanes:
112 137
* Total Savings: * Total Savings:
$136,487 $500,487
* Collaboration Savings: * Collaboration Savings:
$32,847 $114,272
* Avg. # of Shipments/TL: * Avg. # of Shipments/TL:
3.0 43
* Savings Lanes: * Savings Lanes:
60 121
As you can see in Figure 11, daily consolidation at a 5DZ has the lowest potential savings, and
weekly consolidation to a 3DZ has the highest potential savings. The other two scenarios have
very similar outcomes. Achieving the daily consolidation to the 5DZ or 3DZ areas is easier to
achieve as delaying shipments is always a sensitive issue that impacts customer service.
In Figure 11 I have separated pure collaboration savings from total savings. Pure collaboration
savings are the ones that are created only through consolidation of shipments across multiple
shippers. The total savings are a result of cross-company consolidation, rate reductions and self-
consolidation. Some firms have better TL pricing than other ones and thus all the parties could
potentially take advantage of those lower rates. If companies expanded their shipping geography
and waited over a period of time, they would benefit from consolidating their own freight
without a need to consolidate with anyone else's freight. However, consolidating freight with
other firms could result in more frequent shipping to a region, which would reduce the impact on
customer service. Thus, one could argue that self-consolidation savings might not be possible
without collaboration.
Table 8 below shows the average weight of shipments before and after consolidation onto TLs.
After consolidation, the average weight of shipments traveling to the 5DZ and 3DZ areas are
larger due to multiple shipments traveling to the area on the same truck.
Table 8: Average lbs per Shipment Before and After Consolidation
Avg. Shipment Avg. TL. Wght
Collaboration Wght Before Afte r
Smenario Collaboration Collaboration
Daily to 5DZ 10,597 25,384
Daily to 3DZ 9,675 26,908
Weekly to 5DZ 9,047 26,323
Weekly to 3DZ 6,091 30,916
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4.4.3.Pool Point Distribution
To perform the pool point analysis, I first excluded all the TL and intermodal (IM) shipments
from the dataset. To identify the savings, the future scenario cost estimates were compared to the
actual transportation costs. The following sections detail the steps used to calculate the future
cost of pool points.
Origin Pickup Charges: At the origin, MSTLs will pick up the shipments from each facility. I
used a $75 fee per stop off at the origin. This fee was obtained from the partner companies.
Line Haul Charges: I used an average of actual historical TL rates for shipments that were
made to the pool point hub location.
Local Delivery Charges: This section details how pool points were identified and how the local
delivery charges were estimated:
1. Identified regions with high density of LTL shipments based on a visual map of the
shipments of the six companies in the US (Figure 12). The map below shows the destination
points for all 2011 LTL shipments of the six companies. Each company's shipments are in
different colors and the size of the bubbles represents the weight of LTL shipments made to
that 5DZ destination.
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Figure 12: 2011 LTL Weight Shipped to Destination Points for Six Shippers
2. Segregated the shipments that would be served via pool point in each region. I tried to select
the pool point region and associated shipments in a way that the maximum distance between
two shipments would not exceed 100 miles. I investigated the creation of 20 pool points (see
Figure 13 below).
3. Identified the centroid of the pool point region based on a simple average of the latitude and
longitude of the shipment locations in the region.
4. Identified a central hub that could serve the pool point region. To make the hub location look
more realistic I used the FedEx Freight locations (FedEx Freight, 2013) as the potential
physical hub location. FedEx Freight is one of the top three largest LTL carriers in the US.
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Figure 13: Pool Point and MSTL Regions
5. Calculated the distance between the hub and each customer location using the Great Circles
Method. In Excel, the formula to calculate the distances between two points in miles would
be:
=ACOS(COS(RADIANS(90-Lat2)) *COS(RADIANS(90-Latl)) +SIN(RADIANS(90-
Lat2)) *SIN(RADIANS(90-Latl)) *COS(RADIANS(Long2-Longl))) *6371*0.621371
6. Calculated an LTL cost function based on weight shipped and distance using regression. The
regression was made on all six company LTL shipments that were less than 100 miles away
from the current origins (see Table 7 in section 4.4.2). The R2 is 0.58.
7. Using the regression function above, I calculated the future local delivery charges in the pool
point region for each shipment based on the distance of the customer's location from the hub.
Total Pool Point Costs: I calculated the total pool point cost based on the assumption that the
shippers would wait to ship a TL when they have a 43,000 lbs load. This assumption was used to
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gauge the maximum savings if they were to fully utilize the TLs. The drawback of this
assumption is that it can result in potential shipment delays to the end customers.
I also assumed that all the volume to the pool point region would move through this method.
Sometimes the pool points would actually increase the transportation cost compared to shipping
the loads individually. But I assumed that the shippers would still use the pool points to have a
consistent and manageable flow. If the companies have the ability to avoid shipping using pool
point when it does not create savings, then the benefits could be even higher.
The results of the pool point analysis are summarized in Table 9. The maximum total savings for
this configuration are estimated at $1.5M. This savings value represents 9% of the total LTL
transportation spend for shipments in the 150-30K lbs range. The savings for the pool point area
shipments averages 15% of the original cost of shipments made to these regions. The volume
moving through these points represents 28% of all the shipments and 52% of all the LTL volume
in the same weight range. The top five locations represent two third of the estimated savings.
Five of the identified pool points did not result in any savings due to the cost of pool point
scenario being greater than the current shipping cost.
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Table 9: Pool Point Savings Summary
Local
Pool Del Annual #of Historical #Of TL Break TLs/Day to Pool Max Max Self
Point Pool Dis/LH Volume Days Shipped #of #of 43K Shipments Even Point Point (Max Collaboration Pooling Max Total % Saving
Name Point Zip Dis (lbs) LTL toPP Region Shipments lbs Ts /TL (ibs) Savings) Current Cost Savings Savings ings on Lane
LA 90601 1% 7,676,804 264 3,880 179 22 25,172 0.68 $ 980,296 $ 223,522 $ 32,535 $ 256,057 26%
SF 95215 4% 9,040,398 263 3,797 210 18 29,599 0.80 $ 1,206,182 $ 166,694 $ 44,896 $ 211,590 18%
NY 08852 6% 8,396,398 264 4,676 195 24 26,804 0.74 $ 1,031,010 $ 140,337 $ 81,714 $ 222,051 22%
FLA1 32824 4% 3,741,516 253 1,943 87 22 20,742 0.34 $ 463,461 $ 127,291 $ 4,829 $ 132,120 29%
FLA2 33023 1% 3,178,611 244 1,537 74 21 23,279 0.30 $ 434,403 $ 119,578 $ 5,354 $ 124,932 29%
HOU 77095 2% 4,842,547 254 2,141 113 19 29,267 0.44 $ 507,677 $ 81,313 $ 11,168 $ 92,481 18%
AZ 85043 1% 2,718,199 247 1,283 63 20 29,229 0.26 $ 351,501 $ 66,659 $ 3,446 $ 70,105 20%
SEA 98032 1% 2,387,240 230 1,239 56 22 27,781 0.24 $ 325,289 $ 58,395 $ 13,899 $ 72,294 22%
AUS 78681 6% 3,558,244 249 1,665 83 20 31,501 0.33 $ 415,582 $ 57,201 $ 1,765 $ 58,966 14%
ATL 30082 5% 5,152,872 258 2,719 120 23 29,752 0.46 $ 478,925 $ 54,414 $ 7,058 $ 61,472 13%
BOS 02351 4% 2,524,391 255 2,004 59 34 32,367 0.23 $ 348,712 $ 41,427 $ 847 $ 42,274 12%
DAL 75211 3% 6,252,945 259 2,893 145 20 36,932 0.56 $ 630,772 $ 38,038 $ 8,555 $ 46,593 7%
COL 80640 3% 3,558,248 245 1,509 83 18 37,771 0.34 $ 363,766 $ 18,403 $ 5,883 $ 24,286 7%
KCITY 64161 5% 3,102,910 251 1,819 72 25 25,095 0.29 $ 241,376 $ 14,884 $ 9,932 $ 24,817 10%
DC 21740 10% 6,104,922 256 2,877 142 20 40,895 0.55 $ 576,056 $ 10,248 $ 2,200 $ 12,448 2%
OH 44903 17% 5,347,185 251 2,325 124 19 22,899 0.50 $ 321,452 $ - $ 27,817 $ 27,817 9%
NEB 51501 6% 1,822,288 196 961 42 23 44,292 0.22 $ 132,810 $ - $ - $ - 0%
NC 27409 10% 4,123,763 251 2,008 96 21 44,187 0.38 $ 384,709 $ - $ - $ - 0%
IND 46241 22% 6,476,498 261 2,898 151 19 112,957 0.58 $ 365,019 $ - $ - $ - 0%
MN 55113 14% 4,070,558 252 2,643 95 28 95,788 0.38 $ 282,593 $ - $ - $ - 0%
There are a few fields from Table 9 that need to be highlighted:
* Local delivery distance/Line haul distance (column 3): The pool point hub is selected so
the ratio of average local delivery distance to line haul distance is as small as possible. For
these 20 pool points the average local delivery distance is approximately 6% of the line haul
distance.
* Annual days shipped to region (column 5): These are the number of days that historically
any volume was shipped to the region by any of the six companies.
* # of shipments/TL (column 6): This shows the average number of shipments per pool point
truckload. The assumption is that we will wait and ship only 43,000 lbs truckloads.
* TL breakeven point (column 9): If the weight of a shipment exceeds this breakeven point
then we will see savings on that shipment. I calculated this breakeven point by comparing the
actual historical cost to the future pool point cost. The future origin pickup charges and
destination local delivery charges are deducted from the actual historical total cost. Then I
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calculated the total number of TLs based on the historical rates per TL to that region (I called
this total TL allowance). The breakeven point weight is then calculated by dividing the total
weight shipped to the pool point and the total TL allowance. Figure 14 below summarizes
this calculation with some simple numbers.
Current Total Future Origin Future Historical TotalLbs
Transportation Pickup Destination Line Haul Shipped to
Costs Charges Delivery Charges Charge to PP PP Region
I $ 100 $ 20 1$ 201 $ 10_ 600
TLAllowance = $100- $20- $20= $60
NumberofTLs =$60/$10=6TLs
Avg. Lbs / TL = 600/ 6 =100 lbs
Figure 14: Pool Point Break Even Calculation
TLs/Day to pool point (column 10): This shows the number of TLs that would be shipped
to the pool point region assuming we wait to fill the truck to 43,000 lbs. For instance; we
would be shipping 0.8 TLs to San Francisco every day. This is based on the number of
historical days shipped to the pool point region and the number of 43,000 TLs we have for
shipping. The smaller this value, the higher potential for customer shipment delays to the
pool point region. We can reduce the probability of shipment delays but we have to reduce
the average weight per TL which will reduce the savings. I looked into the size of a TL if we
were to ship one TL a day to the pool point region. Table 10 below shows the results. Only
three out of the 20 pool point locations would result in any savings. In these cases the
average TL size is between 29,000 and 34,000 lbs.
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Table 10: Ship Frequency of One TL/Day to Pool Point
TL Lbs with
Pool Point Ship Freq of 1 TLs/Day to
Name day Pool Point Savings
LA 29,000 1 $ 81,528
SF 34,000 1 $ 87,876
NY 32,000 1 $ 95,727
A more detail analysis needs to be performed to see if and how much delay we might
experience due to pool points. Pool points usually have a faster transit time compared to LTL
shipments.
I performed a sensitivity analysis to show the impact of deviating from original ship dates on
pool point savings. In Figure 15 we can see that if companies are willing to delay their
shipments on average for one day, they can achieve about $700,000 in annual savings from
pool points. Similarly, average delay of four days results in $1,500,000 annual savings. These
savings are created due to higher level of consolidation on the pool point lanes.
$1,600,000 - - ----
$1,400,000
t $1,200,000
$1,000,000 - -- - ---
$800,000
$600,000 -
$400,000
1 2 3 4
Days Delayed
Figure 15: Days Delayed and Pool Point Savings
Self-pooling savings (column 13): Companies can consolidate their own shipments to the
pool point. I have separated the self-pooling savings from the collaboration savings.
Although it should be noted that companies may not be able to benefit from self-pooling as
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they won't have enough volume to ship to the pool point on a timely basis and could
negatively impact their service levels. Thus self-pooling savings might not be attainable
without collaboration.
Pool Point Savings & Line Haul Distance: One observation about the above 20 Pool points is
the relationship between the savings and line haul distances. As we can see in Figure 16, the pool
point savings directionally is higher as the line haul distance increases. Intuitively this makes
sense. The longer the line haul distance the higher the transportation cost and the more premium
is paid for under-utilized transportation assets.
$300,000
$250,000
$200,000
$150,000
$100,000
$50,000
oq en c ~ o t e -
Une Haul Distance (mi)
Figure 16: Pool Point Savings vs. Line Haul Distance
Table 11 shows the savings distributed across the six companies based on the weight shipped to
the pool point region by each company. Companies B, C and D get 90% of the pool point
savings. This shows that collaboration does not provide the same amount of benefits for all
companies involved. Savings achieved through collaboration differ by company and by lane.
Now the participants can decide which firms they should approach first to start collaboration. For
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the companies who don't get much out of pool points, they can wait for other shippers to join the
community to benefit from collaboration opportunities.
Table 11: Pool Point Savings Distribution
Pool Point
N~ame A B___ C D___ EFotaSaing
LA $ 29 $ 86,407 $ 95,095 $ 67,575 $ - $ 6,949 $ 256,057 17%
NY $ 183 $ 15,713 $ 19,306 $ 176,632 $ 1,684 $ 8,532 $ 222,051 15%
SF $ 234 $ 31,590 $ 103,542 $ 62,665 $ - $ 13,559 $ 211,590 14%
FLA1 $ - $ 45,244 $ 38,053 $ 41,339 $ - $ 7,484 $ 132,120 9%
FLA2 $ 40 $ 18,711 $ 48,038 $ 44,417 $ 3,980 $ 9,747 $ 124,932 8%
HOU $ 20 $ 17,246 $ 36,613 $ 26,874 $ 374 $ 11,354 $ 92,481 6%
SEA $ - $ 12,852 $ 29,084 $ 24,667 $ - $ 5,691 $ 72,294 5%
AZ $ 95 $ 23,811 $ 24,879 $ 14,677 $ - $ 6,643 $ 70,105 5%
ATL $ 7,799 $ 8,397 $ 12,741 $ 27,391 $ 55 $ 5,089 $ 61,472 4%
AUS $ 8 $ 15,761 $ 23,425 $ 14,282 $ 1,936 $ 3,554 $ 58,966 4%
DAL $ 8 $ 7,891 $ 17,463 $ 15,535 $ 193 $ 5,502 $ 46,593 3%
BOS $ - $ 12,007 $ 2,926 $ 22,478 $ - $ 4,863 $ 42,274 3%
OH $15,266 $ 228 $ 85 $ 4,778 $ 6,292 $ 1,168 $ 27,817 2%
KCITY $ - $ 2,588 $ 8,048 $ 9,391 $ 3,124 $ 1,666 $ 24,817 2%
COL $ - $ 4,413 $ 7,737 $ 5,379 $ 1,905 $ 4,852 $ 24,286 2%
DC $ 502 $ 3,156 $ 1,206 $ 5,395 $ 78 $ 2,111 $ 12,448 1%
NC $ - $ - $ - $ 6,987 $ - $ 777 $ 7,764 1%
IND $ - $ - $ 1,947 $ 2,666 $ 229 $ 513 $ 5,355 0%
NEB $ - $ - $ 207 $ - $ - $ 281 $ 488 0%
MN $ - $ - $ - $ - $ 314 $ - $ 314 0%
Totals
% of Total
PP Savings
$24,184 1$ 306,015 1$
2% 20%
470,399
31%
$ 573,128
38%
$ 20,1641 $
1%
100,336 1 $1,494,224
7%
4.4.4.Multi-Stop Truck Load (MSTL) Analysis
In the case of six shippers in this study, we have a good mix of shipments (see Table 1: Shipment).
Shipper E is a TL shipper and the others are mainly LTL shippers and this provides the
opportunity for the LTL shipments to ride on the existing TL volume. The following section will
detail the MSTL analysis made for these six shippers and the associated benefits.
I used the same subset of data used for pool point analysis which were the LTL shipments made
to the 20 pool point regions (Figure 13). But this time the dataset also includes TL and IM
shipments sent to the same regions. Thus now each of the 20 regions includes all LTL and TL
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shipments. The MSTL analysis assumes we have all the LTL volume available. In other words, it
is assumed no volume is flowing through pool points. Table 12 below summarizes the volumes
flowing through the 20 regions. These volumes represent 58% of the total volume shipped in
2011 that fell in the 150-30K lbs weight range for all six companies.
Table 12: MSTL Regions Volume Summary
# of
Region Shipments # of TLs # of LTti TotaiLbs TL Lbs LTL Lbs
SF 4,239 437 3,802 19,556,316 10,390,149 9,166,167
LA 2,600 166 2,434 10,533,602 2,668,885 7,864,717
ATL 5,096 451 4,645 16,183,671 11,071,091 5,112,580
NY 5,987 1,309 4,678 14,076,915 5,684,859 8,392,056
DC 3,481 595 2,886 19,981,722 13,854,625 6,127,097
FLA2 1,636 91 1,545 4,352,331 1,186,231 3,166,100
COL 1,776 249 1,527 8,747,115 5,020,164 3,726,951
DAL 3,381 479 2,902 16,284,052 10,147,855 6,136,197
FLA1 2,091 145 1,946 5,587,734 1,847,937 3,739,797
OH 2,671 336 2,335 13,049,809 7,444,815 5,604,994
HOU 2,227 78 2,149 5,727,797 948,654 4,779,143
AUS 1,779 102 1,677 5,211,337 1,679,769 3,531,568
BOS 2,207 194 2,013 5,127,452 2,586,753 2,540,699
AZ 1,373 74 1,299 4,066,540 1,278,638 2,787,902
KCITY 1,977 144 1,833 6,337,990 3,058,098 3,279,892
SEA 1,331 63 1,268 3,315,351 767,782 2,547,569
NEB 1,233 228 1,005 6,938,729 4,935,660 2,003,069
NC 2,156 137 2,019 6,149,125 2,030,067 4,119,058
IND 3,306 388 2,918 14,724,469 7,918,240 6,806,229
MN 2,960 308 2,652 10,719,346 6,608,687 4,110,659
I Identified consolidation opportunities based on two main criteria:
a. Available weight capacity on TLs: assumed a max weight capacity of 43,000
lbs per TL. The majority of TLs belong to company E who was the only
company who had cube information as well. I incorporated the cube utilization of
trailers based on a max cube of 3,100 ft3 (maximum cube was provided by
company E based on their experience loading their products). I calculated
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available TL capacity based on the larger of the two factors between weight and
cube utilization on the TL.
b. Maximum number of LTLs per TL: In addition to available TL weight
capacity, I assumed we cannot consolidate more than 3 LTL shipments per TL.
The reason goes back to the practicality of having 4 stops (including the original
TL stop) at the destination and a few more at the origin. The analysis in this study
was performed with spreadsheets. However with more sophisticated modeling
tools one can account for the driving and stop off times and create more realistic
results.
I consolidated LTL shipments on TLs. For every given ship date to each of the 20 regions, LTL
shipments were assigned to the TLs based on the criteria in step 2 above. The assignment of
LTLs to TLs was done in the priority of the most expensive LTLs to the least expensive ones.
The goal of this prioritization was to maximize the potential savings. With more sophisticated
tools one can assign the LTL shipments to TLs in an optimal way to minimize the total cost of
delivery which includes the number of stop offs, destination delivery distance etc.
The analysis was purely opportunistic (passive). Also only TLs were converted into MSTLs and
no LTLs were converted into MSTLs. In other words, if there were no TLs shipping to a region
in a given day, no consolidations were created.
I calculated the savings for MSTL to each region. The savings are based on the following
factors:
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a) LTLs consolidated on TLs: The savings are based on the LTL shipments that were
consolidated on the TLs. I assumed that these shipments will ride for free and thus we
would avoid paying for those.
b) Origin stop off charges: To create MSTLs we will have to pick up at multiple stops at
the origin. I used a $75 fee per stop off at the origin.
c) Destination stop off charges: For every LTL shipment consolidated on a TL, I
accounted for a $75 stop off charge at the destination.
d) Destination out of route mile charges: The LTL shipments will result in the TL to go
out of route for delivery. To calculate the distance traveled in the destination region, I
used approximation method (Larson & Odoni, 1981). In this method you first calculate
the size of the delivery area (X). Then you calculate density (6) which is the number of
stops (n) over the area (X). The average distance per stop is calculated by dividing
constant k over square root of 6 (Figure 17). Constant k is calculated based on the
geographical characteristics of the area. I used a k of 1.2.
n
(1) S= -x
dTSP ViX k(2) dstop =k. -
n n V-
Figure 17: Approximation Method (Larson & Odoni, 1981)
In my analysis I assumed that the area X is circular and the radius of this circle is the average of
the distances of each of the stops to the centroid of this circle. First I calculated the density per
day per delivery region using equation 1 above. The total distance traveled for each given day
was calculated by multiplying the number of stops (n) and average distance per stop (dstop). The
distance per stop is calculated in equation 2 above by dividing the traveling salesman problem
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(TSP) distance by the number of stops. The cost of traveling these distances was calculated using
a TL regression. Table 13 shows the regression model used. The adjusted R2 was 0.65. This
regression was created using shipments over 20,000 lbs for all six companies for the year 2011.
Table 13: TL Regression (Shipments >20,000 lbs)
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.80
R Square 0.65
Adjusted R Square 0.65
Standard Error 353.21
Observations 45,535.00
ANOVA
df
Regression 2.00
Residual 45,532.00
Total 45534.00
SS MS F Significance F
10,362,449,298.36 5,181,224,649.18 41,531.58 -
5,680,292,465.59 124,753.85
16,042,741,763.94
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-volue Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
intercept 96.94 5.53 17.53 0.00 86.10 107.78 86.10 107.78
Distance-mi 2.96 0.01 221.55 - 2.93 2.98 2.93 2.98
DisA2 (0.00) 0.00 (168.72) - (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
Table 14 summarizes the MSTL analysis savings. The savings are based on the assumption that
we created MSTLs only when it was economical. We would not use this approach when the cost
of MSTL is greater than shipping each load separately. The total savings is estimated at
$744,000. This is equivalent to 5% of the total transportation spend to these regions. About 18%
of the LTL volume which represents 9% of the total volume to these 20 regions has been
consolidated on MSTLs. The average TL weight increases by 17% through the creation of these
MSTLs. The top four locations represent two thirds of the MSTL savings.
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Table 14: MSTL Savings Summary
Avg.#of -I Avg.TL
Current Avg. #of LTL Consolidated Shipments/ Avg. Lbs %
Region Lbs/TL Consolidated LTL Lbs Msn. WbsMT Change Max Savings_ Current Spend Savings
SF 23,776 576 2,863,409 3 30,329 28% $ 171,147 $ 2,014,146 8%
NY 4,343 572 2,546,367 2 6,288 45% $ 132,904 $ 1,463,888 9%
LA 16,078 379 1,628,508 4 25,888 61% $ 102,147 $ 1,190,012 9%
DAL 21,186 485 1,896,089 3 25,144 19% $ 73,721 $ 1,201,078 6%
DC 23,285 378 1,679,230 2 26,107 12% $ 44,840 $ 1,350,445 3%
FLA2 13,036 153 541,037 3 18,981 46% $ 32,557 $ 565,473 6%
COL 20,161 203 928,337 2 23,890 18% $ 30,860 $ 821,184 4%
ATL 24,548 194 773,829 2 26,264 7% $ 18,925 $ 1,077,571 2%
HOU 12,162 133 627,011 3 20,201 66% $ 26,812 $ 598,952 4%
BOS 13,334 157 502,491 2 15,924 19% $ 21,625 $ 580,490 4%
AZ 17,279 112 362,078 3 22,172 28% $ 21,215 $ 464,973 5%
FLA1 12,744 138 503,164 2 16,214 27% $ 16,075 $ 593,469 3%
NC 14,818 52 363,224 2 17,469 18% $ 14,230 $ 505,289 3%
AUS 16,468 98 368,611 2 20,082 22% $ 11,413 $ 548,293 2%
SEA 12,187 63 201,838 2 15,391 26% $ 9,475 $ 401,064 2%
KCITY 21,237 68 345,235 2 23,634 11% $ 5,018 $ 375,254 1%
OH 22,157 29 160,601 2 22,635 2% $ 3,039 $ 570,037 1%
IND 20,408 10 232,153 2 21,006 3% $ 3,049 $ 582,313 1%
NEB 21,648 55 298,936 2 22,959 6% $ 3,255 $ 367,220 1%
MN 21,457 22 113,437 2 21,825 2% $ 2,074 $ 470,533 0%
Table 15 shows the MSTL savings distributed by company and region. This distribution is based
on the weight of the shipments that were consolidated on the MSTLs. As evident in the last row
of this table, company E earns a high percentage of the savings due to its TL volumes. And
company D earns a high portion of the savings as it has the largest LTLs among the other
companies. Companies C, D and E account for 90% of all the MSTL savings. This again shows
that collaboration savings are not uniform across companies. The savings are dependent on the
type of consolidation method used, geography, timing etc.
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Table 15: MSTL Savings Distribution
% of Total
MSTU
Region A B C D E F Total Savings
SF $ 116 $ 5,790 $ 22,147 $ 35,752 $ 105,416 $ 1,927 $ 171,147 23%
NY $ 3 $ 4,417 $ 7,437 $ 88,608 $ 26,214 $ 6,224 $ 132,904 18%
LA $ 10 $ 26,729 $ 36,152 $ 35,236 $ 2,671 $ 1,348 $ 102,147 14%
DAL $ 11 $ 3,146 $ 4,495 $ 12,334 $ 52,282 $ 1,452 $ 73,721 10%
DC $ 409 $ 2,073 $ 1,127 $ 6,200 $ 34,044 $ 987 $ 44,840 6%
FLA2 $ - $ 2,451 $ 3,704 $ 11,714 $ 12,627 $ 2,060 $ 32,557 4%
COL $ - $ 1,467 $ 2,763 $ 6,714 $ 19,323 $ 593 $ 30,860 4%
ATL $ 165 $ 328 $ 370 $ 2,688 $ 15,171 $ 203 $ 18,925 3%
HOU $ - $ 2,181 $ 7,603 $ 9,782 $ 4,859 $ 2,387 $ 26,812 4%
BOS $ - $ 1,660 $ 360 $ 11,349 $ 6,675 $ 1,581 $ 21,625 3%
AZ $ - $ 1,755 $ 3,230 $ 15,328 $ - $ 902 $ 21,215 3%
FLA1 $ - $ 1,362 $ 1,309 $ 12,101 $ 1,059 $ 244 $ 16,075 2%
NC $ - $ 629 $ 473 $ 11,319 $ 435 $ 1,374 $ 14,230 2%
AUS $ 3 $ 1,335 $ 1,076 $ 8,013 $ 154 $ 832 $ 11,413 2%
SEA $ - $ 733 $ 2,069 $ 6,587 $ - $ 87 $ 9,475 1%
KCITY $ - $ 149 $ 721 $ 690 $ 3,399 $ 59 $ 5,018 1%
OH $ 137 $ 80 $ 40 $ 394 $ 2,355 $ 33 $ 3,039 0%
IND $ 164 $ 117 $ 167 $ 722 $ 1,861 $ 20 $ 3,049 0%
NEB $ 0 $ 77 $ 1,461 $ 439 $ 1,241 $ 36 $ 3,255 0%
MN $ 44 $ 43 $ 763 $ 255 $ 925 $ 44 $ 2,074 0%
Totals I
% of Total
MSTL Savings 0%
$1,062 1$ 56,523 1$ 97,467 1 $276,225 1$ 290,7111 $
8% 13% 37% 39%
22,393 1$ 744,381
3%
Pool Point vs. MSTL: Table 16 shows a side by side comparison and impact analysis of MSTLs
on pool points. The MSTLs take away 18% of LTL volume from pool points. This reduces the
initial pool point savings estimate by 21%. Also, with the redilced volume, we should expect an
average of 16% longer shipment delays to the pool point areas. MSTLs shipments are not
susceptible to delays as are pool point shipments. In fact MSTLs reduce transit times for LTL
shipments. MSTLs take away 28% of the LTL volume for the top three pool point locations (LA,
SF & NY). These are the locations that implementing pool points can still be realistic. Assuming
the 28% LTL volume reduction impacts the savings in the same way, we can still expect
$190,000 of savings through pool points for the top three locations after the implementation of
MSTLs.
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Table 16: Pool point vs. MSTL
Pool Annual Ls/Day to Pool Max Total TLs/Day to Pool
Point Volume-LTL Point (Before Savings MSTL Consolidated PPLTLVol %1LTLVol RevIsed PP Point (After % Delay
Name (lbs) MTL (Before MSTL) Savings ITL Lbs Left Left Savings MSTL) Increase
LA 7,676,804 0.68 $ 256,057 $102,147 1,628,508 6,048,296 79% $ 201,738 0.53 21%
SF 9,040,398 0.80 $ 211,590 $171,147 2,863,409 6,176,989 68% $ 144,572 0.55 32%
NY 8,396,398 0.74 $ 222,051 $132,904 2,546,367 5,850,031 70% $ 154,710 0.52 30%
FLA1 3,741,516 0.34 $ 132,120 $ 16,075 503,164 3,238,352 87% $ 114,353 0.30 13%
FLA2 3,178,611 0.30 $ 124,932 $ 32,557 541,037 2,637,574 83% $ 103,667 0.25 17%
HOU 4,842,547 0.44 $ 92,481 $ 26,812 627,011 4,215,536 87% $ 80,506 0.39 13%
AZ 2,718,199 0.26 $ 70,105 $ 21,215 362,078 2,356,121 87% $ 60,767 0.22 13%
SEA 2,387,240 0.24 $ 72,294 $ 9,475 201,838 2,185,402 92% $ 66,181 0.22 8%
AUS 3,558,244 0.33 $ 58,966 $ 11,413 368,611 3,189,633 90% $ 52,857 0.30 10%
ATL 5,152,872 0.46 $ 61,472 $ 18,925 773,829 4,379,043 85% $ 52,241 0.39 15%
BOS 2,524,391 0.23 $ 42,274 $ 21,625 502,491 2,021,900 80% $ 33,859 0.18 20%
DAL 6,252,945 0.56 $ 46,593 $ 73,721 1,896,089 4,356,856 70% $ 32,465 0.39 30%
COL 3,558,248 0.34 $ 24,286 $ 30,860 928,337 2,629,911 74% $ 17,950 0.25 26%
KCITY 3,102,910 0.29 $ 24,817 $ 5,018 345,235 2,757,675 89% $ 22,056 0.26 11%
DC 6,104,922 0.55 $ 12,448 $ 44,840 1,679,230 4,425,692 72% $ 9,024 0.40 28%
OH 5,347,185 0.50 $ 27,817 $ 3,039 160,601 5,186,584 97% $ 26,982 0.48 3%
NEB 1,822,288 0.22 $ - $ 3,255 298,936 1,523,352 84% $ - 0.18 16%
NC 4,123,763 0.38 $ - $ 14,230 363,224 3,760,539 91% $ - 0.35 9%
IND 6,476,498 0.58 $ - $ 3,049 232,153 6,244,345 96% $ - 0.56 4%
MN 4,070,558 0.38 $ - $ 2,074 113,437 3,957,121 97% $ - 0.37 3%
Based on the pool points and MSTL analysis, we can see that the majority of savings occur
through MSTLs. Also there is less shipping delay risks associated with MSTLs compared to pool
points. I would recommend companies C, D and E to consider using MSTLs in the top three
locations (SF, LA and NY). They can test the process only with one location and then expand.
The collaboration scope can be extended to the top pool point locations at a later time.
Companies A and E currently do not gain much benefit from collaborating on pool points and
MSTLs. Depending on their shared interests with other companies in the community, they can
test a few locations to gain experience in collaboration. This experience can help them in
expanding their collaboration if and when additional companies are added to this community.
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5. Conclusions
Outbound transportation collaboration can and has been providing transportation savings for
shippers. The higher the number of participants in a collaboration community, the higher the
potential to create savings. As we saw in the example of the six shippers in this thesis, higher
LTL volumes could make the case for pool points much stronger. With the current volumes only
a few locations would provide modest savings through pool points without creating delays to
customers. On the other hand, due to the proper mix of shipments, creating MSTLs is a viable
option. MSTLs are not as susceptible to shipment delays as are pool points.
We also saw that in addition to the mix of shipments available in the collaborating community,
the line haul distance has to do with the savings potentials. Both the findings in this thesis and
interviews with companies conclude that the longer the line hauls, the higher the potential for
savings.
Finally, for collaboration to take place, especially in the case of Do-It-Yourself, everything boils
down to trust among the parties. Without a certain level of trust the conversations wouldn't start.
And even if they would, they wouldn't go anywhere.
5.1. Future Research
The field of horizontal collaboration is new and wide open for research that could help
companies scale their collaboration efforts. I believe more can be done to better quantify the
benefits of outbound transportation collaboration. In addition to the MSTL and pool point
analysis, there are additional analyses that can be done to quantify the savings on collaboration.
First would be corridor consolidation. Majority of the freight transportation in the US moves
along the major corridors (FHWA, 2009). These corridors are shown in Figure 18. TL
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consolidation doesn't have to be done only for the shipments going to the same geographical
destination. We can potentially consolidate shipments that share the same corridor. For example
a shipment moving from Boston to Los Angeles could go through routes 1-80, 1-40 or 1-70. A
shipment can share the same TL for a part of the ride moving through these routes.
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Figure 18: Freight Corridors in the US (FHWA, 2009)
Another analysis which conceptually is very similar to pool point analysis is zone skipping. Zone
skipping is the same as pool points but for small parcel shipments. Zone skipping is the act of
consolidation of small parcel shipments at the origin into LTL or even TLs. The LTL or TL
would be transported to the destination hub of the small parcel carrier such as FedEx or UPS.
The carrier would then do the short haul final deliveries to the customers.
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Further research can be done to delineate the savings that companies can achieve through pure
consolidation and shipping rate differences among the collaborating parties. In other words, how
much of the saving are associated with better utilization of transportation vehicles vs. the savings
that companies would enjoy through using another company's more favorable rates with a
carrier.
It would be important to know if there could be negative rate impacts imposed by carriers on
collaborating companies if they were to restructure their supply chains to accommodate more
widespread collaboration. For example, could an LTL carrier penalize a shipper for reductions in
LTL volumes due to moving to a pool point distribution model?
Finally, as we saw in the network synergies section, active collaboration could potentially result
in much higher savings for the participating companies. I think it would be very valuable to
know the savings possibilities if companies were to engage in such collaborations. This would
help the companies to decide whether it would be worthwhile investing in time and energy to
actively collaborate.
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Appendix
Following are the list of questions used for interviews with companies to understand their
collaboration experience.
1. Do you have any experience in horizontal transportation collaboration?
a. With which companies?
b. For how long?
c. What type (same origin, or backhauls...)?
2. If yes, please explain the following:
a. History, how did it all start?
b. The process:
i. What systems are being used?
ii. How do you share data?
iii. Who does the coordination?
iv. How do you measure savings?
v. How do you split savings?
vi. Do you do this for all shipments or a set of special shipments?
vii. What collaboration opportunities have you considered? (temporal, spatial,
vehicle....)
viii. Did you have to coordinate with the carrier?
ix. Are these opportunistic or planned collaborations?
3. Wh
c. Savings:
i. How much savings did you achieve?
d. Costs:
i. What is the cost of coordination?
ii. Do you have dedicated people for this?
iii. Are your shipments facing delays or complexity?
iv. Insurance
e. How would you like to see the collaboration done?
i. Systems?
ii. Process?
iii. Savings that you haven't considered?
at would be the requirements for you to consider collaborating with other shippers?
a. How big should the savings be for you to consider collaboration?
b. Cost of setting it up?
c. Complexity?
d. Customer service?
e. Are you willing to delay (or ship early) some of your shipments to gain
collaboration savings?
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